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A. REPLENISHMENT AT SEA: TWO SHIPS SEEN AS A MULTIVARIABLE SYSTEM
The operational procedure of replenishing ships at sea while steaming
on parallel courses in close proximity came into general use during World
War II and it is still used by the Navy, for the purpose of safe trans-
ferring of the maximum amount of cargo in a minimum of time, in order to
enable them to operate at sea for prolonged periods.
As the cargo must be guided and controlled during the transfer opera-
tion, a suitable physical connection must be established and maintained
"between the two ships as they travel along with identical speeds. This
connection requires that the ships operate at close quarters, a fact that
makes the maneuver critical and dangerous.
In this Thesis a special type of approach and the important phase of
maintaining station will he considered.
Steaming alongside results in certain hydrodynamic phenomena that
create not completely understood interaction forces and moments between
the ships, that generate the ever existing danger of collision.
Investigation of manual and automatic control of two individual ships
in a replenishment at sea operation has been carried out using digital
and hybrid computer simulation [2, 5» I2jt The present work introduces
a different way of analyzing the problem. The two ships are seen as a
multivariable system, their dynamics being coupled by the interaction ef-
fects observed when steaming at close proximity.
This section includes a summary of experimental results about the in-
teraction effects; it is followed by the derivation of the equations of
motion for one ship under calm water conditions and the extension for two
8

ships, establishing the multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) model. An
analysis of steady state decoupling is performed and a compensator that
makes the system have a desired transient response is designed with the
aid of a digital computer, using parameter optimization techniques.
B. THE INTERACTION EFFECTS
When underway there are areas of increased water pressure at the bow
and stern of a ship, and decreased pressure (suction) amid ships as the
result of differences in velocity of the flow of the water around the
hull. When the ships are alongside each other underway, this venturi ef-
fect is increased and becomes further complicated because of the inter-
mingling of the pressure areas of the two ships. Changes in relative
position between ships will impose rapid changes in the pressure effects
on their hulls.
It is therefore evident that to maintain station while alongside, a
certain amount of rudder is usually necessary [_*f\. It will depend on the
size and load of both ships, sea and wind conditions, speed and separation.
As a result of increased rudder, speed is reduced, which complicates the
station keeping problem, because it increases the handling difficulties
of the ships, and it is also dangerous if a rudder casualty should occur.
The classic and original work on the reaction of vessels underway and
in close proximity to one another was the investigation carried out by
Taylor [l^T]. Further theoretical and experimental studies [ll, 13] shown
agreement as far as the major trends are concerned.
It has been proved that the navigational risks are greater during the
process of taking up or breaking away from the abeam position. There
will be situations when both the interaction forces and moments tend to
draw one ship toward the other; the rudder angles should be such that the
\

rudder moments oppose the interact moments, but the simultaneous rudder
forces would tend to add to the force of attraction. Therefore the rudder
must he deflected sufficiently so that not only the interaction moment
is overcome, hut also a yaw angle is introduced that creates an outboard
force that counteracts both the attraction and rudder forces. By these
means the ships should be able to avoid collision, provided there is
enough transverse separation between them, so that the available rudder
forces can effectively correct the inward swing.
The two ships have to apply opposite rudder to keep on parallel
courses. In the approach phase, the rudder has to swing from a relative-
ly large deflection to the other side. The precise timing of this com-
mand is not easily chosen but the maneuver will be correctly executed
with a proper automatic controller.
10

II. SHIP'S EQUATIONS OF MOTION
A. DERIVATION FOR THE S.I.S.O. CASE
Bodies moving in a fluid medium are free to move in six degrees of
freedom. In order to define the equations of motion, a right hand rec-
tangular coordinate system is established, the origin of which is chosen
to be in the body itself, as shown in Figure II-l. The origin and the
axis are fixed with respect to the body but movable with respect to an-
other system of coordinate axis fixed in space; it is assumed that at the
initial time of the problem the two systems coincide.
The motion of a rigid body is expressed by Newton's Laws of Motion:
(external forces) r^ =» (momentum)
dt.
(external moments) l^[ - —^— (angular momentum) (II-l)
The equations describing the ship's six degrees of freedom have been
found [_1~] to be:
X = v, [u-RV + 6?W-^(;R z-t(az-)4y6r (^-R) + ^(f/?+(S)J
N «Kla + (ly-r^+wfc (v- PW+Ru) -yfr (u-R^(Qw)j
(II-2)
Satisfying the following equations
fic - 2! L+Jm -it ^
11

Fig. Il-i. Orientation of the Space Axis (XO, YO)




and where the symbols used are respectively
m Mass of the ship
X,Y,Z Components of force in the X,Y,Z directions
L,M,N Components of moment about the X,Y,Z axis
U,V,W Components of velocity in the X,Y,Z directions
x^,yn ,7,n Distances from the center of gravity to the origin in the X,Y,Z
directions
P,Q,R Components of the angular velocity about the X,Y,Z axis
I il |I Moments of inertia about the X,Y,Z axis
x y z
Equations II-2 describe the reaction of the rigid body to applied
forces as a function of the geometric and physical characteristics of the
body itself. They do not include any of the applied external forces such
as propeller thrust, rudder forces, forces and moments due to the fins
(if any), reaction forces of the fluid (hydrodinamic forces), and waves
and wind forces.
1, Linearization of the Horizontal Plane Motion Equations
Under the assumption of calm waters, roll, pitch and heave are all
negligible, i.e.
,
Hence equations (II-2) reduce to
Y . v* Cvv or + x^k - y& R\]
(II-3)
and assuming the coordinate axis origin placed at the center of gravity,







The left hand sides of equations (11-^) represent the forces and moments
along and ahout the coordinate axes, and the right hand sides show the
corresponding dynamic reaction.
X,Y, and N can be expressed as functions of properties of the
"body, properties of the fluid and motion, considering for the moment that
no controls are applied. On the horizontal plane, no forces or moments
are due to orientation changes; the relations are of the form






Y » Yaw angle,
Y> R
From this point and on in this work only small perturbation of
the variables, and, eventually in applied controls, will be under consid-
eration. The instantaneous values of U,V,R and a. can be expressed by
U • o + "
V= V +- v
R= Ro + r





Since Vo= j-o - O and the second order terms are negligible
compared with the first order.
The hydrodynamic forces and moments for these particular motions
have "been found to he ^10^
Y = 2Y v+ TL v+ IIa+Ha a Y„v+ Y* v-+ Vaa+ Yx a
«?v a^ 9a ^/\.
9v 5v 9a. ^a
(II-6)
Where the symbols used are defined in Table II -1. The derivatives X ,
X. , X , X. , Y , Y. , N and N. vanish for any ship with symmetry about the
v r r u u u u r
X-Z plane (starboard-port); this has the effect of decoupling u from v
and t ; and the remaining cross coupled terms Y , Y. , N , N. , even though
they have small non-zero values, have to be included unless the ship is
symmetrical about the Y-Z plane, which is not the usual case.
Substitution of equations (II-6) in (II-5) , with
Au. = U - lx.
gives
which are the linearized equations of motion in the horizontal plane.
2. Nondimensionali zation
For computer simulation purposes, equations (II-7) will be used
with the nondimensional coefficients of a Mariner ship, which character-
istics are those of Table II-2. The nondimensional coefficients and con-







X. Derivative of longitudinal force component with respect to
u longitudinal acceleration component u.






longitudinal velocity component u.
y Derivative of lateral force component with respect to transverse
velocity component v.
y. Derivative of lateral force component with respect to transverse
v
acceleration component v.
Y Derivative of lateral force component with respect to angular
velocity component r.
y. Derivative of lateral force component with respect to angular
r
acceleration component r.
y Derivative of lateral force component with respect to rudder
angle component 6.
N Derivative of yawing moment component with respect to transverse
velocity component v.
N. Derivative of yawing moment component with respect to transverse
v
velocity acceleration v.
N Derivative of yawing moment component with respect to angular
velocity component r.
N. Derivative of yawing moment component with respect to angular
acceleration component r.
N Derivative of yawing moment component with respect to rudder
angle component 6.
r Yawing angular velocity component.
f Yawing angular acceleration component.
u. Initial velocity of origin of body axes relative to fluid.
v Transverse velocity component of origin of ship axes relative
to fluid.







X Hydrodynamic longitudinal force (positive direction forward)




CHARACTERISTICS OF MARINER-TYPE STUDY SHIP
Length, ft 527.8
Beam , ft 76.0
Draft, ft 29.75
Di splacement , tons 16,800
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Note: x^ = p= Sea water density (lb/ft)
L = Ship's length (ft)





In order to simplify the notation, no special symbols will be used
for the nondimensi onal quantities; it is well understood that only these
quantities are being concerned.
Taking the initial velocity of the origin of the body axis rela-
tive to the fluid as the nondimensionali zing factor for velocities comes
U>=£
and equations (II-7) are written in nondimensional form as
( Yv-W) 4- Yv v+ ( Y/t- W)t + Va n - o
(II-8)
3. Computer Simulation
If the motion of the ship is to be considered under external per-
turbations and with acting controls, equations (II-8) must include terms
expressing forces and moments due to sea and wind excitations, and forces
and moments caused by rudder or movable fins deflections.
The rudder and fins forces and moments are considered control ele-
ments; all other forces and moments are not normally controllable inputs,
but they must be included in cases where the ship has to be controlled in
their presence. To this category belong the iteractive forces and mo-
ments generated in the case of ships in close underway replenishment sta-
tions, as it will be seen in part B of this section.
Considering the rudder as the only control input, equations (II-8)
become
(Yv- -vvOv + y„v+(Ya-vV)a .j_VaA + YsS = £





6 = rudder deflection angle, measured from the XZ plane of the
ship to the plane of the rudder.
X ,Y ,N = first derivative of rudder forces and moments, with values000 given in Table II -4 [2].
TABLE II-4
NONDIMENSIONAL FACTORS AND VALUES


















Note: p, L, u. , as given in Table II-3.
Taking the Laplace transform of equations (II-9) > and considering that




























































Equations (il-li) can be written as
ucs>
5
1^33 5^^33 5+ £33] ^ o
1 J (11-12)
Setting
Vftj = Aft) v/ = A
s











XI- -Ui- c,J -Ui 3-C2l 3 + XPl
£3~- U33C- C33C+XF3











3 II 3 21
^l2 4Z2
O <?33
•^ ^33 («« 622. -" #<2 ^2*,)
(11-15)
and replacing the relations between A, B, C and the original variables
V, V, u,
V = A = V A- \A dt




The transformation from ship to space coordinate system is defined
"by the following relations, obtained from Figure II-li
y ^ IX "Si-* 4> -+ s/ cos V






Equations (11-14) through (II-18) were translated into ESL/36O
Computer Program I. With a constant rudder deflection 6 = Dl = 0.1, the
results are shown in Figures II-2 (yaw angle versus time) and Figure II-3
(sway versus surge), the characteristic turning radius of the ship.
4. Stability Investigation
The stability test determines whether or not the ship returns to
an established equilibrium condition (straight ahead motion at constant
speed) , after removing the small disturbance which caused its departure
from that equilibrium. A dynamically unstable ship cannot maintain
straight line motion when the rudder is amidships. The behavior of the
ship can be analyzed by considering either some introduced disturbance
and zero control input (6 = 0) or the control acting as disturbance. For
the first case, and neglecting the surge equation because steady forward
motion is assumed, equations (II-12) reduce to
VCs) (a,i s-h l,4 ) -+- A.Cs) (Qz( 5-+- Uai ") « O
VCi°)C4izS+ Liz) + ACs) («zzS+ \p 2z ) = O
(11-13)
yielding the characteristic equation







Fig. II-2. Linear Response - Yaw vs. Time D = 0.1
24






Fig. II-3« Linear Response - Surge vs. Sway
The Turning Radius D = 0.1
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replacing values and rearranging,
s
2
+ 0.685 s + 1.016 =
Both roots "belong to the left half s - plane; the ship possesses fixed
control stability with characteristics
COrx = 1.008
X = 0.3^



































equations (II-12) can be written as
*& Kn +V(s) j^ = N* iCs)
i*2) kr33 = - *k
5 S

















or replacing the K's
Evaluating the solutions defined by equations (II-21),
6Cs) K*> V (n-22)
where
Q-U 4.VL — (lit. Q.2.1
Vfe I 42 - M5 t 2/
lollb2Z
— i)2 £>2<
3« *«.- <2n #2.1
(11-23)
The transfer functions defined "by equations (11-22) and (11-23)
»
together with the coordinate transformation given "by equations (II-17)
and (II-18) lead to the "block diagram representation of the ship, Figure
II-4.











































B. THE MIMO CASE
As stated in part A-3 of this section, equations (II-9) do not con-
sider iterative forces and moments acting on a ship, by effect of other
ship maneuvering at short relative distances.
During Newton's experiment £ll], for each position of one ship rela-
tive to the other, two forces F, and F , and moment M were measured. To
be coherent with the equations of motion, the resultant of F, and F? , and
M, must he applied on and about the origin of the ship's coordinate axes,
i.e., the center of gravity.
Figures II-5 and II-6 \_Z\ show the steady state interaction curves
for two similar ships travelling at 15 knots at different parallel posi-
tions. The curves for Ay 50 and Ax= 100 ft were determined from ex-
perimental data and other curves by interpolation \_3~\.
To include such force and moment in the linear model, the equilibrium
condition is redefined as
ITo, F( Axo, A yo) and M( Axo, A yo) , constants;
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MOMENT VS A AT SIDE-
TO-SIDE B DISTANCES
OF 50, 60. 70. 80, 90 AND
100 FT.
MOMENT ON SHIP A
AS SHIP B PASSES .
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i.e., it is assumed that a certain amount of rudder angle is introduced
to exactly compensate the effects of ~dF (&*<>, Ayo) , BM (AX ,Ayo).
Neither BFCdX/Ay') nor 3M(4x ( Ay) can he expressed analytically
in a simple form. Then it will he assumed that the linearization of "both
ahout the equilibrium condition give expressions of type
9F(AX / avO= kiAy4-ki4X
3M (AK,Ay) = Q{ Ay 4- 4a. Ax
(11-2*0
where k. , k
,
q. , q? represent the rate of change of F and M with respect
to Ax and Ay measured at AK and Ayo, the longitudinal and lateral
separations for the established equilibrium condition.
The linear expressions of 9F [AX, Ay). 3^ C Ax, Ay} must he de-
fined in terms of the variables u, v, V and then added to the left hand
sides of equations (il-ll) under the following assumptions:
a. The two ships are identical;
b. All hydrodynamic coefficients are not affected by the inter-
mingling of the water pressure between the ships, and the
motions of the ships, therefore remaining constant;
c. The two ships are considered already as being alongside each
other ( ix = o) ;
d. The forces and moments acting on the ships are equal in mag-
nitude and of opposite sign;
e. The change in the forward velocity will be considered negli-
gible for all practical purposes.
The increments Ax and Ay can be expressed as given by equations (II-18)
32 I





Xi-v;z = Cm cos tpt -v, sf* %)- (ozcos ^i-v^sm tfa.)




For the small perturbations "being considered,
Cos H>i ~ I <Siv, 4>4 ~ O
and equations (11-25) reduce to
and finally















^3= £2.1 S 2 -f t>zi 5 -+- Ci»
equations (II-26) become
*<<&
}>< + U CS^ J?*- "{z(s) t « Y<» S^s)
- "J& k +- Y^s) t>, +- <&<# 1>a = Y* SaCs)
_
V«_<£)^ ^^ ^ ^ (^t>4 =, M^ &afe)
(11-28)
Equations (11-28) show that two ships affected by interaction forces
and moments can be described as a multivariable system where the deflec-
tion of the rudders 6
1
and 6? are the control inputs and the yaw angles
f, and ^_ the outputs of interest.
The remaining part of this section has as objective to determine the
form of the entries of the open loop transfer function matrix G, namely
G(*} = St
Si 6z.
so that the system can be analyzed and modified, if necessary, to become
steady state decoupled: after a transient period of time, a variation
introduced in the rudder angle of one ship will not alter the yaw angle
of the other ship.
34

As an extension of the analysis , compensation will be introduced in
order to make the system to achieve some specified performance factors.
1. Determination of the Transfer Function Matrix
Analysis of the transfer function matrix describing the M.I.M.O.
system for the purposes of this study does not require more than the de-
termination of the plant type number matrix , which provides the required
information for designing the compensation that, cascaded with the plant,
will decouple its steady states. Cascade compensation is the elected
method, vice diagonalization of the matrix transfer function, for being
physically realizable, flexible and effective.
The assumptions made for determining the coupled equations (II-28)
do not go against the present necessity. In particular, the results ob-
tained by handling those equations indicate, as will be shown next, a rea-
sonable margin of safety that will permit us to relax some of the con-
straints introduced. Concerning computer simulation, the system can be
described by its states and the desired outputs as functions of these
states. In essence this problem will be solved by modifying the afore-
mentioned computer program I and using a two-entries table look-up and
interpolation subprogram to provide the values of forces and moments for
each pair Ax, Ay.
A type number matrix is, by definition L7j the matrix which entries
t(i,j) are given by
where
t(ifj) can be any integer and
G'(i,j) are such that their limits, as s -» o are non-zero finite
constants.
Simply stated, t(i,j) are the powers of s that can be factored without
cancellation, in the denominators of each entry of a matrix.
35

The plant type number matrix is obtained as follows!
Solving (11-28) for ty ($) and ^CO ,
% (s) = ± \C, l4 £, (S) 4- &tz 2>zCs)1






P< fa. — k o
fa fit -<% o
} fs «j? 4 J
Recalling the definitions of t>«,
'pi.-fcs "p4




pi and t>3 are second order polynomals in s satisfying
Li-m Y ^°
Thus the special case of having either k or q identically zero is
avoided. Inspection of the curves. shown in Figures II-5 and II-6 indi-
cates that:
i) within the range of interest of Ax, the lateral forces do
vary with Ay (have non-zero slope k) and so do the lateral
moments.
ii) The shape of the curves for the latter allow points where the
slope q becomes zero; such points will be considered as sin-
gular points and not included on the present appreciation,




where even passing through a zero value, the rate of change
of the lateral moments do not remain constant at zero.
iii) Both the forces and lateral moments approach zero as the lat-
eral separation Ay increases; this is the case of the s.i.s.o.





where A is given by equation (II-32).
Replacing i><
y yz. if3 , T>4 as indicated by (II-2?) , and taking
separately G.,(s) and G1? (s),
€,„(*)* <£dll = - f^£c^ (^^« // -Y5 tf^O + S 4 [^(^-Va^,>
f S [Co(N*l»M -Vgt 2 /) + c ( a^)+^ («p<2 - ie «*x) 3 4-
* Co (k- %~™)\
where
C, = fl|( Gti - <3<zQ 2 / , c z = «r< Wi + SziUi -«izW(- ^ii k<z
Cf« t«Uz -Llllz/ +k Q.2Z - ^-3 <2 / Co & k[,Z2_- %l>2i
and
At least the first power of s is factorable in the numerator — the inde-
pendent term is zero only if:
«0)G> = o or le = ^iz 3, = / . 3 3.
bll




and for the values above the term in s is non-zero.
Only for the set of pairs ( Ax, A y) where k,q satisfy the re-
lations above, the numerator of G.^s) has the second power of s factor-
able; in general, only the first power can be separated. The special
cases will be put aside for the moment but being aware of their existence
one must take care of them in future analysis.
Expanding the denominator,
where .
The independent term is zero only for
and this value makes the term in s to be non-zero. Except for this spe-
3
cial case the highest factorable power of s is s
.
Hence
is a type 2 transfer function.
Expanding the numerator of G1p(s),
since
it suffices to investigate 9-O/f — febaf to see if a power higher than
2
s can be factored.
The independent term is zero only if





is a type 1 transfer function.
The solution of (11-28) for V^U) is
A
(H-34)
as could be expected by symmetry, *^.(s) has the same form as ^ (s).
If in either equation (11-33) or (11-3*0 if
k = q = constant =
the resultant expression is
Wis)
_
% ?3 - ^6 fl
and the expansion of ti/fiifj,?^ yields the very same transfer function
(lI-22-b) , obtained for the S.I.S.O. system. This result could be expect-
ed since it was stated that k = q = (except for the aforesaid singular-
ities) would happen only for large relative distances between the ships.
As a conclusion of this section, it was found that the plant type
number matrix is in general
x. 1
u (n-35)
C. STEADY STATE DECOUPLING
The cascade compensator is the most suitable way of decoupling the
steady states of a M.I.M.O. system [i5j« The criterion used to determine




summarized in Appendix A so that in this section only its application to
the system being studied will "be considered.
The closed loop "block diagram, including the compensator is shown in
Figure 11-10.
Fig. 11-10. Closed Loop Block Diagram
where
Gj>fe) is the plant transfer function matrix (2x2)
£c /s"\is the compensator transfer function matrix (2 x 2)
!i l&ilS) i- s tne reference input vector (2 x l)
£ l%6) is the ou 'tPu "t vector (2x1)





is the closed loop transfer function matrix, and I is the identity matrix.
By definition \_7~], a system as shown in Figure 11-10 is steady state
decoupled if and only if
z K-f-i = O
-VI V. ->— — '
(H-38)




A (l + £) is the determinant of (i + G)
4 (£*•£) 4jt is the qrth cofactor of (I + G)
ki. is the type number of the qth input, 1 < q < n
If G is a diagonal matrix and all inputs are steps (k = 1), the com-
<^C q
pensator type number matrix T , which gives the number of integrators re-




N21 * ULtl+'tflZ (11-40)
from equation (II-35)
tf« = tj-zz = 2
Def T1 » 3
Then
^2J * "tc22-+ 1
The solution is not unique; however, minimum integers t .. and t must
be chosen so that the order of the system will not become higher than
strictly necessary. In the case above, clearly
L-Ct t *• lTc2z. = O












are respectively the type numher and transfer function matrices of the
compensator, where g.... and g?;? are the values of the gains to "be intro-
duced in each channel.
By (II-36) and with (II-41) , G, will have the same type number matrix
as G namely
~P r n
T - [\ i]






Where Pa (s) and P. .(s), i,j = 1,2 are polynominals in s such that
1 f J
Li™ ?Cs-) 4 O
s->o
The results obtained can "be readily checked using the definition of




























Then the system is steady state decoupled not only for step inputs,
hut also for ramp (k = 2) and parabolic (k = 3) inputs.
Returning for the special cases found in part B, the other possible
plant type number matrices are:
»!*«[: :] - r^-pi]
For all cases, the condition (11-39) is still satisfied vdth the same
compensator described by equations (II-4):
*£) Mm ^ o + O ^ O
k «* k*/ {(0+2^ co + 2.), (0+0+ *0j - 4







However, in cases b and c only step inputs will be allowed, whereas in
case a even a third order input can be applied.
It has "been shown that the closed loop system is steady state decou-
pled. A number of assumptions were necessary, but the safety margin in-
dicated by (II -42) must be enough to counterbalance some minor departure
from what has been obtained to this point. On the other hand, nothing
can be said about what will happen with the system response after closing
the feedback path. The system may become unstable or show a poor tran-
sient response. Then in the next sections the closed loop system will be








5 + fzz. (11-43)
so that the transient response to a given input vector can be conformed
to a desired standard.
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III. THE CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM
A. THE STEERING CONTROL
An actual steering has a certain time lag, tr "between the helmsman
action and the desired displacement of the rudder. The motion of the
control surface "begins accelerating and decelerates when reaching the
final position. This (non-dimensionalized) time lag is usually taken e-
qual to 0.1.






oj is the desired rudder angle
o is the actual rudder angle
%k> is the time lag (tr = 0.1)
B. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE M.I.M.O. SYSTEM
1. Modification of the Equations of Motion
If YI
1
and NI. are the nondimensionalized force and moment acting







Equations (ill-l) axe the same as (II-12) except for the extra terms
YI and NI .
Considering the steering control as that shown in Figure III-l comes
and setting
. XF<4 CsU Y&-Ws) + yi< fs)
O.V-S4- t
&41 (s) m tj£ jjj tfl + Ntt 4 ft )
The same procedure followed for the derivation of equations (II-13)
through (II-18) can he applied yielding as before
or with
equations (ill
-4) can he written as
a.,, A, + 0.2.1 B* X m
fin a< + a».fe"i a r,,
(ni-5)
(111-6)
• • • •




and the original variables are recovered as before,
vt = At =v < + §a 4 At
U-i ~ Ct = U04 -f J C, At (III-8)
so that in the space coordinate system
Kt = U, cos f^ - Vx aiM^a.
V< = y*i + jy,At
*< = Xo,
+J*, Jit (III-9)
Since the ships are considered to be identical, equations (III-3)
through (III-9) hold for both the replenishing and the receiving ships,
the subscript 2 referring to the latter. Such equations were translated
into DSL/36O digital computer program II.
A picewise linear approximation of forces and moments is given by the
table look up and interpolation Subroutine Forces. A warning message is
printed whenever the distance between the ships become less than 25 feet.
For separations greater than 250 feet the ships were considered to be out-
side of the range of interest and the forces and moments assumed to be
null. Starting with the ships exactly abeam ( & x = 0) and observing the
equilibrium conditions stated for the derivation of the equations of mo-
tion the response of the M.I.M.O. open loop system was obtained in terms
of %j^Zj Yl aJ1<^ i Yi • The initial separation between the ships was
taken as 0.2. With no controls applied, DD1 = DD2 = 0, it can be noticed
from Figure III-2 and III-3 that the yaw angles diverge (bringing sterns
towards each other) and the lateral separation increases as time goes by.
Then a proper amount of rudder must be applied to counteract the interac-
tion forces and moments and bring the system back to an equilibrium position.









The necessity of the control action is emphasized "by analyzing Figures
111-^4- and III-5f obtained with initial separation O.i. The hydrodynamics
forces do not react fast enough and the interaction forces and moments
causes the ships to yaw as before; the lateral separation drops to zero,
indicating a collision.
2. The Control Loops
It has "been shown that the closed loop system is steady state de-
coupled and the transient response can he made to satisfy some desired
specifications by choosing adequately the parameters of a cascade compen-
sator. The control loop will be determined to satisfy the station change
problem, formulated as:
Ships #1 and #2 are originally on a straightforward motion, under
equilibrium conditions; it is desired to change the lateral separation
between them, keeping the original course. The general case, where both
ships maneuver is shown in Figure III-6 where
y . and y ? are the initial lateral distances from ships #1 and
#2 to the space coordinate system.
y ,. and y
,
?
are the desired lateral distances from ship #1 and #2
to the space coordinate system.
The variables of interest in the control loop are the outputs
T< . ^x. i their rates, the actual separation Ay and its rate Aj, the
two latter made available by sensors devices (such as radars) that would
provide continuous information.
For course keeping action the control loop should not include in-
put yaw reference. Then one can manipulate the block diagram as shown in
Figure III












































































































One degree of freedom is lost because the poles of the compensator





Ka. = ^22 <"t:A = ^z^ (111-13)
For station changing, and then distance keeping, the control loop
must contain the references Yd and the sensor outputs. As before the
problem is to obtain the feedback gains Kty and Ky. The block diagram
of the controlled plant is shown in Figure III-8, and the following rela-
tions are obtained
«
j£/s:) = Gr.Cs)Sa (s)
Sacs)- SuCj)+ (s£t+}cWcs)









































^^[(*^a+k*)V* + SKtya^y*fcy*(^-W)] (HI-17)
Computer program II is therefore modified to give Program III
where equations (III-3) are now
-£p« - -^- K^ti+Ki)^ - skt
y <
Ay- ky 4 (Ay-y*£) 1 + YI^s)
o.*s+<< L
rfiu . j^_ r
0.<S^<(
S
(sk-tf + K-0 4\ -5Kty 4 ^y -kyv (Ay-y2 f)]j- wr^o
(111-18)












Computer program II is therefore modified to include equations
(lH-18) and (III-19) ; the values of the feedback loop gains are calcu-




The values of K., K , Kt, , Kt , Ky, , Ky , Kty., Kty that would cause
the system to follow an assigned "behavior with minimum possible deviation
are hardly expected to be obtained using classical methods of design of
feedback systems because of the empirical and nonlinear form of some quan-
tities involved in the problem. Then a computer-aided technique for pa-
rameter optimization will be used.
A. THE COST FUNCTION
The optimal set of feedback loop gains can be defined [8] as the one
which causes the system
to follow a trajectory Y* that minimizes the cost function (also called
performance measurement)
where (T3T-
Ultl denotes the forcing function matrix
to, tj the initial and final time of the problem
The form of the functions h and g depends on what one desires to minimize.
For the system and problem under consideration, the lateral distance be-
tween the two ships, maneuvering at close proximity, is of capital impor-
tance; a safe underway replenishment (UNREP) operation requires a rather
accurate station keeping, and it is clear that a reasonable separation
between the ships must be observed to avoid risks of collision. In today's




course keeping, whereas the receiving ship is responsible for both course
and station keeping. Then if the ideal path of the replenishing ship is
assigned to be the X-axis of the space coordinate system (y1d = 0) and if
one desires to bring the receiving ship close to that axis by a distance
y , following a desired path, the form of the cost function J in (III-20)
can be taken as
jJlcm~au)Jrig[£t*) -ClI*)]<Ac (iv-2)
where
H, Q are real symmetric positive semi-definite weighting matrices.
C(t) , Ci(t) are respectively the actual and the desired trajectories.
t„ denotes the final time of evaluation and it should be longer than
the system settling time, so that steady state accuracy is attained.
The format of the cost function J given by equation (ill -21) is ade-
quate to the problem. The values of H, Q, Ci and t„ must be conveniently
selected by the designer so that the minimum value obtained will actually
indicate that the set of parameters used in the calculation will make the
system respond in the desired way. Specific rules cannot be established
and the designer is left the task of determining some suitable numerical
values to be used in (lV-2) , and then check the cost function by analyzing
the system response obtained when using the optimum parameters. The con-
frontation will result in the parallel outcome of a realistic expression
for J as well as a particular optimal trajectory and the corresponding
parameters.
Some simplifications can be applied in the initialization of the prob-
lem, provided that reasonable justifications are pertinent:
a) The deviation of the lateral distances y. and y from the de-




must "be minimized for all time greater than the time required by the
maneuver, and not only for some assumed final time t„; it can even happen
that at t = tf either y.
- y,, or y - y , (or both) are passing through
a zero value hut during an unstable oscillation or along a divergent tra-
jectory, so that the ships will never be in the desired situation. Then
one can take
H= O
b) As a first approximation, it is usual to make Q a diagonal
matrix. This assumption leads to a less complicated expression for the
integrand of (lV-2) , which is very desirable for long-hand operations.
For the case under consideration such simplification is not the main point;
the integration to be performed will involve non-linear functions of sev-
eral variables, hardly performed by analytical means - but readily evalu-
ated by numerical methods, using a digital computer. Even so the diag-
onalization of Q remains desirable because it will be much simpler to
adjust the two non-zero terms when investigating the most suitable cost
function concerning the problem. Moreover, this classic assumption is
usual because if G. - C, . and G. - C_. both have small values, as a result
I ix 2 21
of the minimization procedure, their product will also be small.
c) The choice of the non-zero entries of Q turns out to be the
crucial part of the problem, since the assignment of the ideal trajecto-
ries, in spite of being restricted by the ship's dynamics capabilities,
is somewhat free.
If the expressions for C - Ci involves variables concerning quantities
of unequal dimension (such as angles and distances) or like dimensioned
but with different meaning in the problem (such as distances parallel to
the x and y axes) the terms of Q must take that into account, having
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embedded conversion and/or weighting factors which reflect how harmful
the unity error of one variable is when compared with another.
As stated before, a safe distance between the ships is the major con-
cern in replenishment at sea operation; since the ships forward veloci-
ties will not change, a negligible variation of the distance along the
X-axis is expected and this variable shall not be included in C and Ci.
Its value must be calculated during the maneuver, to warn the designer
for the necessity of taking it into consideration if it exceeds a reason-
able value. A similar argument holds for excluding the yaw angles. With
the ships moving as desired, in paths parallel to the X-axis and keeping
the assigned separation, these variables will be meaningless in the cost
function.
A constraint to be imposed during the calculations or verified after
obtaining a solution, is that applied rudder angles do not exceed the
maximum allowed deflections and that the maneuver does not require sudden
changes in the ships headings.
The above discussion leaves distances to the X-axis as the remaining
variable of interest, the simplest possible situation for investigating
adequate values for the diagonal of Q.
The expression of the cost function J reduces to
(iv-4)
B. THE IDEAL RESPONSE
The replenishing ship, as aforementioned, is assigned the path along
the space coordinate system x-axis. Then its ideal response is




The receiving ship is assigned an ideal response defined by the step
response that a ship with identical characteristics would have if no in-
teraction forces and moments were present and been controlled by a dis-
tance keeping loop in which the feedback gains would cause the response
to be critically damped, »= 1. Appendix B contains the calculation of
the parameters involved in such idealized response, shown in Figure B-2
of that Appendix.
The assignments just done are both feasible, considering the ship's
dynamics and the compensation scheme, realistic and adequate for the pro-
posed way of solving the design problem:
a) The settling time of the ideal trajectory assigned to the re-
ceiving ship obtained from Figure A-II-2 (t . = kO sec) gives an idea of
Bill
the minimum time required by the maneuver; an extension of the order of
5Q% is enough to evaluate the actual system performance and therefore one
can take the final time for calculations as t„ = 60 sec.
b) That ideal trajectory can be obtained in the same way as the
actual ones, i.e., integrating equations of motion. The alternative would
be to define it by a set of points and then to use a table look up (y vs.
time) and interpolation device, with evident disadvantages of inaccuracy.
Equation (lV-4) is written as
to (iv-5)
The weighting factors q. * and q. ? are the only parameters to be chosen.
Recalling that y, is obtained with no forces and moments present, it
follows that this trajectory is referred to a fixed line, namely the X-
axis. The actual situation requires the leading ship to establish the
tracking ship reference path so that the latter can perform her chores of
station keeping and following the other's course. Then it is very
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important that the leading ship quickly assumes a steady course and does
not deviate from her path. This necessity is stressed in (lV-5) taking
q. > much greater than q^
.
2
A well designed pathkeeping loop will allow the term y. to contribute
for increasing the cost function only in a short phase of the maneuver,
dropping to an essentially zero value ever after, where J would depend
mostly on the deviations of the tracking ship from the corresponding ideal
2
response. The term q??(y? - y. ? ) may "become negligible compared with
2
q1 ^y 1 in the first seconds, but if its minimization does not require ex-
cessive control action or becomes too much time consuming (which could
be noticed by the observation of a large error at the end of the interval)
relatively large deviations of the tracking ship can be tolerated.










V. COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
As stated in previous sections, to calculate the feedback loop gains
using classical methods is questionable for the case being studied. The
approach introduced in Section IV is suitable for a digital computer aid-
ed design, where a systematic procedure will eventually lead to the values
of the adjustable parameters which minimize the cost function J, and
therefore make the system follow the assigned trajectories.
Equations (ill
-4) through (ill
-9) , (111-12) and (III-19) are those
required for the ship's dynamics simulation and for obtaining the ideal
response for the trailing ship. Equation (lV-6) gives the value of the
cost function.
As mentioned in Section III
-2, a simple modification in DSL/360 com-
puter program II is required to simulate the closed loop system response
(provided that the feedback gains have been found), so that a graphical
representation is readily obtained. A subroutine for calculating the op-
timal parameters could be called by the INITIAL region of the DSL program
but experience has shown that a closer control and tracking of the inter-
mediate steps of the solution are desirable; then it becomes more suit-
able to write an independent program for obtaining the optimal values and
use them as input data to the simulation.
A. THE MINIMIZATION PROGRAM CP-III
Subroutine BOXPLX [6,9] (constrained minimization of multivariable
functions by the complex method of J.M. Box) was used to calculate the
set of optimal feedback loop gains. The main data required, which must
be supplied by the calling program arej
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b) Number of auxiliary variables - zero. Auxiliary variables
are used for implicit constraints; one could, for example, express the
rudder deflection as a function of the feedback loop gains and use its
value as an implicit constraint that would eliminate a set of parameters
whenever exceeded. However the amount of extra core and CPU time that
would be necessary indicates that the usual engineering approach (finding
the result and then check for any implicit constraint violation) is ad-
visable here.
c) Number of trials - for each set of variables generated by
BOXPLX in its search for the minimum value of the cost function, the equa-
tions of motion of the two ships and that relative to the ideal response
are integrated. This assertive suffices to indicate that the higher the
allowed number of trials, the longer will be the runtime. On the other
hand, after exceeding that number, BOXPLX gives the best minimum encoun-
tered, which will not necessarily be the absolute minimum of J. The ap-
proach used consisted of making a couple of runs with a limited number of
trials (30) and then using the intermediate results for adjusting the
bounds and starting values (as described in the next items) and requesting
a long run in which 2,000 trials were allowed.
d) Lower bounds - To avoid the possibility of positive feedback,
the initial values for the lower bounds were set to zero.
e) Upper bounds - The wider the permitted range in which the
variables are allowed to vary, the more difficult becomes the task of lo-
cating the minimum, even limiting the number of trials to 2,000. The




with the lower bounds, adjusted to centralize the band about the best
found optimal values.
f) Starting values - In the first run the starting values were
all set to zero so that the value of the cost function for the uncompen-
sated system was obtained (See Table V-2) to serve as reference for other
values eventually found. For the next runs the starting values were taken
as the best optimal values obtained in the previous run.
The BOXPLX user must also supply a function subprogram FE where the
object function is evaluated (See next item) and another KE where the
implicit constraints are tested.
1. Evaluation of the Cost Function
The centralized integration process used in DSL will not allow the
use of this language in the re-entrant way used by subroutine BOXPLX.
Then the system had to be simulated using fortran statements, the differ-
ential equations being solved by the fourth order Runge-Kutta method
(function RKLDEQ of the IBM Scientific Subroutine Package).
The differential equations were written in state variable form
and the correspondence between the symbols previously adopted and those
then introduced is shown in the Table V-l.
The Fortran program translates equations (III-^J-) through (lll-9)f
(111-18)
,
(III-19) and (lV-6) . The initial conditions are all zero, ex-
cept the distances from the receiving and the "ideal" ships to the x-axis,
y(lO) and y(l5)« The final desired separation is defined by the variable
DFIN.
The cost function J » y(20) is evaluated for a time interval of





































































Table V-2 summarizes the results obtained using the minimization
program CP-III. It can be noticed that the cost function drops from
161.^3^ when the system is uncompensated to a few tenths when the optimal
parameters are used. Since the problem starts with the ships abeam and
all other initial conditions (inclusive forces and moments) equal to zero,
these interactive perturbations will not increase gradually as it would
happen if the trailing ship was approaching the leading ship, but will
immediately rise to values corresponding to the initial separation be-
tween the ships, and then vary as that separation changes. For this rea-
son the optional parameters are different in each of the studied cases;
anyway it can be observed that each parameter has a definite order of
magnitude.
1. The System Response
The graphical representation of the system response, for the same
conditions and parameters indicated in Table V-2, was obtained with DSL
program CP-IV, in terms of the following variables.
a) Sway
In all cases similar responses are observed. The leading
ship initially overshoots and then resumes the original course over a
parallel path, with an error of the order of 10 ft. Its compensators,
like those of the trailing ship, actuate in opposite directions when the
problem begins; the course keeping loop decreases the control action that
will bring the ships close together. The net results show a kind of sym-
metry. The leading ship, for a short period, is dominantly actuated by
the distance keeping loop but in about seven seconds it is the course
keeping loop that makes the ship follow the desired trajectory. With the
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initially; after three seconds the distance keeping loop becomes more
effective and the ship is "brought to the assigned position, when the loop
actions agree.
Figures V-l, V-5 and V-li show the sway vs. time response for
each of the three runs.
b) Yaw
The yaw angles are shown in Figures V-2, V-6 and V-12. Those
referring to the leading ship are of smaller amplitudes. In steady state
their values are equal and of opposite signs, a consequence of the as-
sumption that the lateral forces and moments acting in each ship are also
equal and of opposite signs. This result agrees with Reference k.
c) Distance Between the Ships
The longitudinal distance between the ships is essentially
zero for all time and for any initial situation. This result indicates
that nothing was lost in neglecting this term when selecting the cost
function.
The lateral distances curves should be close to the assigned
ideal response, Figure B-2. As can be observed, a good performance is
obtained, since steady state constancy is attained and the relatively
small errors are always positive, i.e., the ships do not come closer than
the desired final separation, meeting a necessary safety requirement.
Figures V-3, V07 and V-13 show how the lateral and the longitudinal dis-
tances vary with time.
d) Geographic Displacement
It was seen that the longitudinal separation is zero. Then
a geographic plot (sway vs. surge) of the ships trajectories can be ob-
tained taking the motion of one of the ships along the X-direction as
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reference. The results are shown in Figures V-4, V-8 and V-14 and the
resemblances with the curves of sway vs. time are evident, so that no
other comments seem to be necessary.
e) Rudders-Deflections
It was required that the rudder deflections must not exceed
the allowed maximum values. For the studied cases, (all of them concern-
ing small displacements realized in a reasonable time), the control action
was kept well below those levels. In steady state, the rudder angles ap-
plied to each ship are equal and of opposite signs, in order to compen-
sate the constant interaction forces and moments.
Figures V-9 and V-15 show the rudder history of the leading
ship and Figures V-10 and V-l6 the same for the tracking ship.
Figures V-16 and V-17 show the individual contribution of each
feedback loop in the resultant control effort. The vertical scale com-
prises the allowed range of permitted rudder angles. The results agree
with the analysis performed till then and attend the requirements outlined
in Section I-B.
'Tor the Mariner, the excursions of the rudder are limited to +30
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Fig. V-3. Transverse and Longitudinal Separations vs. Time
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Fig. V-17. Action of the Control Loops on the Leading Ship
Rudder Angle






















It has "been shown that a realistic problem in which the plant dynamics
is modelled by a set of non-linear differential equations, coupled by
terms that require experimental evaluation and do not have a clear ana-
lytical expression, can be approximated by linearization techniques to
make possible the use of available linear theory, as done in the steady
state decoupling investigation. Integrators were not required in this
case for achievement of that performance, but if they were required, the
design of the compensator would follow the same steps described in sec-
tions III through V.
The parameter optimization method used in this work was shown to be
adequate for designing a compensator for plants with complicated mathe-
matical models and, by extension, for problems where the classical meth-
ods are not feasible.
A. FEASIBILITY
The analysis carried out in section V-b leads to the conclusion that
the proposed controller has a performance that satisfies the requirements
and constraints imposed by the replenishment at sea operation. In par-
ticular, crucial problems pertaining to the manual control, such as the
exact timing of the command for the rudder swing, and the value of the
final rudder deflection (to compensate the interaction forces and moments,
so that the ships steam in parallel courses) , are correctly solved. The
resulting maneuver is safely and efficiently executed.
Implementation requires sensor devices for yaw angles, distances be-
tween the ships, and their rates (such as gyroscopes and radars), and a
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multiple channel communication link, where the current values of the
measured quantities could be exchanged. The rudder command signals would
"be generated by the conversion of on-line computation results, and trans-
mitted by one of the channels. A frequency multiplexed UHF-FM system
appears to be suitable for the case.
B. RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER STUDIES
To extend the investigation of the replenishment at sea simulation,
some related topics should be carried on in further analysis:
1. The possible simplifications in the control loops, such as
making the leading ship insensitive to the rate of change of distance, to
the distance itself or to both;
2. The study of underway replenishment operation involving un-
equal ships;
3. The implementation of the control loops in a hybrid computer
and simulation of the controlled plant in real time;
4. The effects of waves, wind and sea states;
5. The design of an automatic controller for thrust so that the




STEADY STATE DECOUPLING OF MULTIVARIATE SYSTEMS
Consider the system configuration in Figure A-l where Gp is the m -
input - n - output n m transfer function matrix of the plant and Gc is
the n-input - m-output m n transfer function matrix of the compensator
to be designed. Complete controllability and observability [_8~] are as-
sumed. R(s) and Y(s) are respectively the n x 1 input and output vectors.
The closed loop transfer function matrix F can be expressed by
For total decoupling, F must be a diagonal matrix; in general, linear
state variable feedbacks have been used to accomplish this. The advan-
tages of total decoupling are opposed to some loss of freedom when sta-
bility is the point; but if it is required to decouple only the steady
states, the classical cascade compensator with unity feedback can be used.








showing that the entries of F depend in a simple way on the cofactors of
the matrix (i + Gp Gc); this will be a useful result for the next steps.
3A system like that of Figure 1-1 is defined to be steady-state de-
coupled if and only if it is a symptotically stable and
3^The definitions and derivations mentioned in this Appendix were all
obtained in Reference 7 and included in this work to justify the behavior











fij is the ij entry of £(s)
**j«£^~ is the jth input
Equation (A-3) can he expressed in terms of the cofactors of F hy
*•<»
s
ki~ L **£* + &£*/
ij
(A-4)
The plant type numher matrix T is ohtained hy separating in each
entry of G the powers of s from the rest part of the transfer functions,
~P r ••
+ V»
What gives the ij entry of T
.
Similarly the compensator type numher matrix Tc will be obtained by





Manipulating (A-^) with (A-5) , and letting Nij to be the highest factor-
able power of s in the numerator corresponding to the ij cofactor and
the M to be highest factorable power of s in the denominator of (A-4)
,
for all i,j, i/j, it can be shown that
Mil = Wo.* [~tqu +"tcn) -* "t*jjf+ ^c./<
M = Max {(tfH + tc44)y (ty„+tc«*)/ (t^«+tp«+ti| I+ fe*Oy
(tp, 2+ fp Z /+ tct< 4- tti2.) C (A-7)
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and that for steady state decoupling any of the following four sets of
criteria can "be used:
a) M > Max (N^, N^)













The "best choice among those four sets will depend on Tp; since tp. .
are known from the plant, the only unknowns are tc.
.
, which must he chosen
so that the solution is physically possible (not introducing pure differ-
entiators) and as simple as possible: tcij will he the minimum positive
integer satisfying the criteria stated above.
For a 3 x 3 plant with a 3 X 3 diagonal compensator, M and Nij can be





(tp22 +W), Wf33+^Jj)/ (<f»+*ftt+kw +<cH -A...)J
N13
= Max
i( tf3i+^'\^p3/ + tf2Z4t"c 11 + '^ 2^ lV?iz+t?n j.te.u-i-'tiz2.) {j
N
±
- Max>( (tp*3f^33)/^f/3ftf« +£22^3), ftpi3 -+ fytt -ht^-h^U
N
32 =
Maxj t^u +^H)j LtfZi+tfH 4-"tiff+fcW ). ftfc, + tf«5+ fe» * few)|
r
(A-9J
In this case 64 sets of criteria can be established. The correspond-
ing to (A-8-a) is
M > Max (Nij, i, J = 1,2,3, i / j)
A general expression for a n x n plant with a diagonal n x n compen-




St=Qv_.^ Gc X GJ 2, —»->7*





THE ASSIGNED RESPONSE FOR THE RECEIVING SHIP
Equation (II
-17) gives
For small values of one can take
cos V' ~ I
so that (B-l) becomes, with U = 1
y* f+v (b-2)
Replacing </ and V "by the transfer functions (11-22)
,




The block diagram for a ship vdth distance keeping loop is shown in
Figure B-l , from which
(B-4)
and the closed loop transfer function is then
rm G-(s)
l-6>ft)-MfO
Using equations B-3-a and b comes









Q- Gv + G^
Kts + K
Fig. B-l. A^ Distance Keeping Loop
B) Equivalent Block Diagram
99

and the characteristic equation is
S".f Cf-KVk*y)s 3f re-k^VC/ -kiy(k"v2v+>0i.')] S
2
-+-
+ [-k-yCK-vSv-f-VC^- kiy Ka*a]s- KA^nKy = O ( B_6 )
Replacing values of Ta"ble II-5»
4- o. 6 7774 tey ;j 5V k. H77S-\Cty4-0. C7774 Kyi** ZAllS^ «£>
The pairs of values of K and K, which yield a critically damped system
are readily found using parameter plane techniques [l6^]. A sample of





the ideal response was simulated using a DSL-36O computer program CP-V
which is simply a modification of program I. In this case equations
(II-12) become
XPj = V* [Ky Cy-yj)-f Kt Y yl
?*2.~ ^h [ky Cy-/«i) -+- kVyyJ
Figure B-2 show the desired trajectory for station changing from an ini-
tial position
x(o) = 0, y(o) = 0.2
to the final position
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//LIMASl J08 (G709, 0500, EA24) , 'LIMA' ,TIME=4,MSGLEVEL=(0,0)
// EXEC DSL
//DSL. INPUT DD *
* CCMPUTER PROGRAM I






CONST MYVD=G.015,MYR=0.0051t I ZNRD=0 . 0006 8, MXUD=0 . 0085
CONST Y V=-0. 1243, XU=- 0.00 12, YRD= -0.00027
CONST YDELR=-0.0027,NDELR=-0.00126,XDELR=0.0


















































PREPAR 1., SURGE, SWAY, YAW
GRAPH TIME, YAW
GRAPH TINE, SWAY
GRAPH SAMEi 10, 10, SURGE, SWAY
PRPLCT CNLY









//LIMA$2 JOB (0709, 0500, EA24) , 'LIMA' , T IME=4, MSGLEVEL= ( , )
// EXEC DSL




PARAM MXUD=-0. 0085, XU =-G. 0012
PARAM MYR=-0. 0051, YRD=-0. 00027
PARAM YV=-0. 01243, MYVD=-0. 015
PARAM NVD=-0. 000197, NV=-0. 30351
PARAM NP=-0. 00227, I Z 1NRD=-0. 00068
PARAM YDEL=0. 0027, NDEL=-0. 00126




PARAM Ul=l. f U2=l.
PARAM DD1=0. 0,00-2=0.0
INITIAL















































































PREPAR 0.1, bl -B2,Yi,Y2,DY,DX
CONTRL FINTIM=10.,0ELT=0.02,DELS=0.1
GRAPH TIME, Yl ,Y2




FORMAT (• • ,• LATERAL SEPARATION
GRAPH Tiy , ,
PRPLCT





CALL DRWG(l f 2tTIMEfY2)
CALL URWG(2,1,TIME,B1}










SUBROUTINE FORCES ( OX , OY, YD ,YND
)
TABLE LOOK-UP AND INTERPOLATION
THIS SUBROUTINE GIVES THE VALUES OF THE INTERACTION
FORCES AND MOMENTS EEING EXERTED ON THE LEADING SHIP
AS FUNCTIONS OF THE LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE
SEPARATIONS BETWEEN THE TWO SHIPS












































Z(2 f 6) =43.
Z<2, 7) =40.
Z(2, 8) =37.




















































































































































































































IF ( I .LT. 1)1 = 1







.LQ.5) .CR. ( J.EQ.
CYD=DELX-(Z< 1+1. J)-Z(
DYND=DELX*(W< 1+1 , J)-W( I,







It J) i+DELY*(Z(ItJ+l}-Z( If J)
J












A) A MAIN (CALLING) PROGRAM
B) SUBROUTINE BOXPLX (FUNCTION MINIMIZATION)
C) FUNCTION FE (EVALUATION OF THE COST FUNCTION)
D) FUNCTION KE (IMPLICIT CCNSTRAINTS)
E) FUNCTION RKLDEQ (INTEGRATION OF SIMULTANEOUS
FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION USING THE
FOURTH-ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD)
F) SUBROUTINE FORCES (NON-DIMENSIONAL VALUES
OF FORCES AND MOMENTS)
DIMENSION X(8) ,XS(8) ,BU(8J ,BL(8)
INPUT DATA FOR BOXPLX
BL=UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE VARIABLES
BU=LOWER BOUNDS FOR THE VARIABLES
XS=STARTING VALUES OF THE VARIABLES
NT=ALLOWED NUMBER OF TRIALS
READ(5,1) (BU( I) ,1=1,8)
READ(5,1) (XS( I) ,1=1,8)
READ(5,1) (BL( I) ,1=1,8)
READ (6,4)NT
WRITE(6,2) (BL( I ) ,1=1,8)
WPITE(6,2)(XS( I) , 1 = 1,3)
WR1TE<6,2) (BU( I) ,1=1,8)
WRITE(6,4)NT
CALL BCXPLX(8,0,0,NT,0.,XS,BU,8L,X,Y,N,M)
kRITE(6,2) (X( I) , 1 = 1,8)
WRITE(6,3)Y,N,M
1 FGRMATUF10.5)
2 FORMAT (• 'fBFlO.5)
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EVALUATION OF THE COST FUNCTION FOR A SET CF VALUES
OF THE FEEDBACK LOOP GAINS, GENERATED BY BOXPLX
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 ( A-E ,G-I ,K-Y
)






















































ODC=COURSE CONTROL LOOP ACTION
DDD=DISTANCE CONTROL LOOP ACTION
CDC1=K1*Y(2)+KT1*Y(3)


















I1I=-B11*Y(11)-B21*Y( 13) + 1 III
I21=-B12*Y( 1)-B22*Y(3)+I 121
I 22=-6 12* Y( 6) -B 22* Y( 8) +11 22






YDOT (3 ) = (A1 1*121- A 12*1 1D/D
YDGT(4)=I3i/A^3
YD0TI5)=Y(4J*DSIN(Y(2) )+Y( 1)*DC0S(Y(2) )




YDOT( L0) = Y(9)*DSIN(Y(7J ) +Y ( 6 ) *DCOS ( Y( 7 ) )
YOOT(ll)=(A22*I II-A21*I2I)/D
YDCT(12)=Y( 13)
YD0TC13) = (A11*I2I-A12*I11 ) /D
YDGT( 14)=I3I/A33
YDOT< 15)=Y( 14)*DSIN< Y( 12) )+Y( ll)*OCOS(Y{ 12))
YDOT( 16)=Y0OT( 10)-Y00T(5J
YDuT< 17)=YC4J*DC0SCY(2J l-YC 1) *DSIN( Y(2 )
)
YD(jT( l8)=Y{vJ*DCOS(Y<7n-YC6)*0SIN(Y(7) J




























FUNCTION RKLDEQ ( N, Y, F,X, H, NT
)
REAL*8 Y,F,X,H,Q,H1,H2,H3,H6
DIMENSION Yll), F(1J, Q(25)
NT = NT +1
GO TO (1,2, 3, 4), NT
1 HI = H
H2 = HI * .5D0
H3 = HI * 2.00
H6 = H1/6»D0
DO 11 J =1,N
11 Q(J) = O.DO
A = .500
X = X + H2
GO TO 5
2 A = .2928932188134525
GO TO 5
3 A = 1.7071067811865475
X = X + H2
GC TO- 5
4 DC 41 I = 1,N




5 DC 51 L = 1,N
Y(L) = Y(L) + A *(H * F(L) -Q(LJ)












PAPAN MXUD=-0 .0085, XU=-0. 0012
PARAM MYR=-0. 0051, YRD=-0. 00027
PAPAM YV=-0. 01243, MYVD=-0. 015
PARAM NVC=-0. G0019 7, NV =-0.00351
PARAM NR=-0. 00227, I ZNRD=-0. 00068
PAR AN YCEL=0.002 7,NDEL = -0.0012t>




* DESIRED FINAL SEPARATION BETWEEN THE SHIPS
PARAM DFIN=0.10
* OPTIMAL FEEDBACK LOOP GAINS
PARAM K2=2.149,KT2=2.558,K1=3.814,KT1=2.810
PARAM KY2=0.5497 f KTY2=2. 43 81, KY 1=0. 00244, KY1= 2.9 53, KTY 1=2. 04
INITIAL





















* INITIAL LATERAL SEPARATION! BETWEEN THE SHIPS
DY=Y20-Y10








ADDl=(A2 2*ill-A2 1*121 )/0





























AF11 = REALPL(0. ,0. 1,KA*DD1)
AF12=FEALPL(0. ,0.1 t KA*DD2)
AF21=REALPL(0. ,0.1,KB*DD1)








* D0C=COURSE CONTROL ACTION
















PRE PAR 0.4, Yl ,Y2,B1,82,DX,DY,X1,X2
CONTRL F I NT I M =40. , DELT =0 .04 , DELS = 0.
1
GRAPH SAME, TIME, Y1,Y2
GRAPH SAME, TIME, 81, B2
GRAPH TIME,DY,DX
GRAPH SAME, XI ,Y1,Y2
PRPLOT CNLY
IF(DY.LE. 0.05) WRITE (6,3)

























//LIMA$ID2 JOB (0709, 0500, EA24) , 'LIMA' , TI ME=4, MSGLE VEL= ( , 0)
// EXEC DSL
//DSL. INPUT DO *
* COMPUTER PROGRAM V





CONST NR=-0. 00227, NV=-0. 003 5 l,NVD=-0. 000197
CONST MYVD=0. 015, MYR=0. 0051, I ZNRD=0. 00 068, MXUD=0 . 0085
CCNST Y V =-0.0 1243, XU=- 0.001 2, YRD=-0. 00027
CONST YDELR=-0.002 7,NDELR=-0.00126,XDELR=0.0
* DESIRED FINAL DISTANCE TO THE X-AXIS
DFIN=0.1
* INITIAL DISTANCES TO THE AXES
INCCN X0=0.,Y0=0.2
* FEEDBACK LOOP GAINS FOR CRITICALLY DAMPED RESPONSE
PAR AN K=0.2 50 74E-02,KT=0.63325E-01
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design: a two ships
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